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Abstract
In this paper we study the e4ect that delayed answers can have on binary search procedures.
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1. Introduction
We consider the basic problem of searching for an unknown object in a ;nite set by means of a sequence of tests
(questions) with “yes” or “no” response [1,8,11]. We notice that a crucial assumption is made in almost all works in the
area: the information obtained by the execution of a test is available right after the test has been made, that is, a “yes/no”
answer is immediately received after the question has been posed, and this knowledge can be used in the formulation of
successive questions. We point out that there are several situations in which the time when the test is performed and the
time when its outcome is available are decoupled. This may be due to several reasons: the execution of the test may be
time-consuming, or tests and responses are transmitted over a slow channel, etc. It is therefore quite surprising that only
very recently a rigourous analysis of search procedures in presence of “delayed answers” has been started [3,6].
Before stating our research project and our contributions to it, let us point out that the awareness of the necessity to
cope with “delayed information” is recently arising also in other areas of Computer Science [2,4,5,7].
The scenario we have in mind can be formulated as a game between two players: a Questioner and a Responder. They
;rst agree on some integer n and a search space S = {1; 2; : : : ; n}, then the Responder secretly chooses a number x in S.
The Questioner has to ;nd out x by using comparison questions only, that is, questions of the form “Is x6 a?”, for some
a∈ S. At any time instant i = 1; 2; : : : ; the Questioner has to ask a certain (variable) number of questions in parallel, to
which the Responder answers with some delay (each individual question can be answered with its own speci;c delay).
The problem is to determine the minimum total number of questions which are necessary and suHcient to locate x.
The above stated problem seems totally hopeless in its full generality. However, we shall individuate two cases that
are amenable to exact analysis (i.e., we o4er matching upper and lower bounds on the worst case number of questions).
It turns out that the cases under consideration constitute a generalization of two interesting problems already studied in
the literature, for which no complete solution was previously known [3,10].
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1.1. Search with 3xed batches of questions and variable delay in answers
In our ;rst problem we consider the following scenario: At the beginning of the game the Questioner submits a batch of
k questions in parallel to the Responder. The Responder chooses one question among the k ones and provides an answer
to it. We can assume that the k questions are put in a bu4er of size k. Once an answer to a question is received, the
Questioner replaces the answered question with a new one. Notice that a single answer from the Responder can provide
a legitimate answer to more than one of the questions which have been put in the bu4er. To see how this can happen,
suppose that the two questions “Is x6 qi?” and “Is x6 qj?” (with qi6 qj) are both in the bu4er and the Responder
answers “yes” to the former one. It is clear that he/she has also indirectly answered the latter question. Therefore, the
Questioner can ;nd it time-saving to substitute both the questions in the bu4er with two new ones instead of waiting for
the second predictable answer.
Summarizing, we can assume that in our game there are always exactly k unanswered questions in the bu4er 1 at any
time instant, from which the Responder chooses at her/his wish, the one to which she/he provides an answer. Therefore
there exists an unpredictable though ;nite delay from the time the Questioner formulates a question and put it into the
bu4er and the time this question is chosen and answered by the responder, although at any time instant the Responder
has to immediately answer the question she/he has chosen from the bu4er.
Having de;ned the rules of the game, our problem is to evaluate, for all k¿ 1 and n¿ 1, the least number of comparison
questions asked necessary and suHcient to correctly guess an unknown number x chosen in the set S = {1; 2; : : : ; n}. We
call this problem the (n; k)-game and we say that a winning strategy of size t exists for the (n; k)-game if t questions
are suHcient to locate the secret number x for any possible choice of x and any possible sequence of delays followed by
Questioner in answering the questions. We remark that also questions which have been formulated and whose evaluations
have been stopped must be taken into account when computing the overall number of questions used by a given strategy. 2
Related work: The above problem can be seen equivalent to the following one [10]: There are k asynchronous and
concurrent processors trying to locate a unit interval containing the zero of a function f, knowing that f is monotonically
increasing and takes opposite sign at the end points of the search interval.
Each processor evaluates the function f at some point y and will subsequently “move” left or right, according as
f(y)¿ 0 or f(y)¡ 0. We assume that processors are connected by a fast channel so that if two processors are busy
evaluating f(x) and f(y), with x¡y, and the processor evaluating f in x ends its job before the other processor evaluates
f(y) and discovers that f(x)¿ 0, then this information is made immediately available to all processors, in particular
also to the processor working on f(y). As a consequence this processor can stop its job (which has become useless) and
move itself to another point z where to evaluate f.
This problem was originally considered by Kung [10], who gave a strategy for the particular case k = 2. In [10] it is
also claimed that the given strategy is optimal in the min-max sense, but, to the best of our knowledge, the proof has
never been published.
It is remarkable that for the particular case k = 2 the problem we consider here corresponds to that of searching with
;xed constant delay d=1, recently considered in [3]. Another generalization of the problem considered in [3] will be our
main concern in the last part of this paper. Our problems also bear relations with [9].
Our results: For any k being an odd integer and for k ∈{2; 4}, and for all t¿ 0, we exactly evaluate the maximum n
such that there exists a winning strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game. For the particular case k = 2 our results con;rm
the one of [10], where, in fact, no proof of optimality was given. The case k = 4 was explicitly mentioned as an open
problem in [10].
1.2. Search with variable batches and delays
In the second part of this paper we consider another variant of the general problem of searching with parallel questions
and delayed answers outlined in the introduction. The problem is again formulated as a game with two participant:
Questioner and Responder. They ;rst agree on a search space S = {1; 2; : : : ; n}, then the Responder chooses a secret
number x∈ S. We suppose that two sequences of non-negative integers k=k1 k2 · · · kt and d=d1 d2 · · · dt are given. The
1 Unless the Questioner does not need to formulate new questions in a speci;c time instant, since he/she can deduce the unknown
number x from the last received answers, and the game ends.
2 Our analysis works also for the variant of the problem in which questions cannot be substituted before the corresponding answer has
been given. Indeed, in a worst-case scenario, each time there is a useless question which is waiting for an answer it will be the ;rst to
be considered next by the Responder.
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Questioner has to guess the secret number x by asking comparison questions to the Responder according to the following
rule: At time i (i = 1; 2; : : :), the Questioner has to ask exactly ki questions and the answers to these questions will be
only given by the Responder before time 3 i + di + 1 but after time i + di. This constitutes the (n; k; d)-game and we
say that the Questioner has a winning strategy of size q if q questions are suHcient to ;nd the secret number x for any
choice of x∈ S.
We shall focus on a sort of dual of the above problem. For any integer t and any pair of sequences k and d, we shall
exactly evaluate the largest value of n such that there exists a searching strategy for the (n; k; d)-game which allows to
;nd the secret number with at most t batches of questions. Indeed, since the number of questions that are to be asked at
any time is ;xed, the problem of determining the least number of questions necessary and suHcient to guess an unknown
number is the same as that of determining the least integer t such that, after the tth batch of questions has been asked,
the Questioner has only to wait for the remaining answers and then he/she is able to identify the secret number.
Related work: The problem we consider here is a full generalization of the one solved in [3] where the special case
of k= 1 1 1 · · · and d= dd · · ·, was considered for all d¿ 0. This last problem can also be seen to be equivalent to the
one of determining the least number of rounds necessary to complete a broadcast operation over a point-to-point network
in the postal model [4,6] with latency d.
2. Solving the (n; k)-game
In this section we consider the problem of searching with batches of k parallel questions and variable delay in the
answers described in Section 1.1. For any k being an odd integer or k ∈{2; 4}, and for all t¿ 0, we exactly evaluate the
maximum n such that there exists a winning strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game.
The critical index de;ned below will play a key role in determining such a bound.
Denition 1. For all k = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; and t = 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : ; the tth critical index for k is de;ned by
N [k]t =


t + 1 if t6 k;
N [k]
t−
⌈
k+1
2
⌉ + N [k]
t−
⌊
k+1
2
⌋ otherwise: (1)
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of our main result.
Theorem 2. Let K = {2b − 1 | b = 1; 2; 3; : : :} ∪ {2; 4}. Fix two integers k ∈K and t¿ 0, and let n be the size of the
largest search space such that there exists a winning strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game. Then
n= N [k]t :
2.1. The upper bound
For all ;xed integers k¿ 1 and t¿ 0, we shall ;rst prove an upper bound on the value of n such that there exists
a winning strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game. We shall ;nd it convenient to prove our result on the search space
S = {1; 2; : : : ; n} or any translation of it, that is, {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}, with a being any integer. Also we remark that
our upper bound holds for any value of k, not only for those considered in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.
Lemma 3. Fix two integers k¿ 1 and t¿ 0. For all n¿ 1, and a∈Z, if there exists a winning strategy for the
(n; k)-game over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}, then
n6N [k]t :
Proof. We argue by induction on t.
Induction basis: 06 t6 k. By de;nition all the questions are asked in parallel (hence non-adaptively). Recall that in
this case, by De;nition 1 we have N [k]t = t + 1. Let n¿ t + 2 and suppose (absurdum hypothesis) that there exists a
3 We require that
∑t
i=1 ki¿ n, so that the Questioner can always ;nd x by asking n questions, namely, “Is x6 j?”, for j=1; 2; : : : n.
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winning strategy with t questions to search in the set S = {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}. Because t6 n− 2, there must exist at
least one i∈{1; 2; : : : ; n− 1}, such that the question “Is x6 a+ i?” has not been asked.
Suppose that the secret number is x = a + i, and let ‘ be the maximum j such that the question “Is x6 a + j?” is
answered “no”, meaning that x¿ a+ ‘+1. Hence ‘6 i− 1. Accordingly let u be the minimum j such that the question
“Is x6 a + j?” is answered “yes”, meaning that x6 a + u. 4 We have u¿ i + 1. Therefore u¿ ‘ + 2 and for the set
T ={y|a+‘+16 y6 a+u}, we have |T |¿ 2. Note that T is the set of the candidate solutions for the secret number x
after that all the questions have been answered. Since T contains more than one element the strategy cannot be winning.
Therefore, by contradiction we get the desired result n6 t + 1.
Induction hypothesis: Fix some positive integer u and let us assume that for all t6 u− 1 and a∈Z, if there exists a
winning strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}, then n6N [k]t .
Induction step: Fix a∈Z and let t = u. Let {Qi ≡ “Is x6 qi?” | i = 1; 2; : : : ; k}, be the set of the ;rst k questions
asked in a winning strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}. Without loss of
generality let qi6 qi+1, for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. Suppose the adversary chooses to answer Qs ;rst, where s =  k+12 .
Assume ;rst that the answer to question Qs ≡ “Is x6 qs?” is “yes”. Then the unknown number x∈{a+1; a+2; : : : ; qs}.
Since the strategy is winning, the remaining questions/answers must be suHcient to locate the secret number x in the set
S′= {a+1; a+2; : : : ; qs}. In other words, the remaining questions must be suHcient to win the (qs− a; k)-game over the
set S′. Let’s count how many more questions will be actually used by the Questioner.
Under the standing hypothesis, x6 qs6 qs+16 · · ·6 qk . Then the (already asked) questions “Is x6 qs+1?”, : : : “Is
x6 qk?” will bring no further information to the Questioner. Therefore only s − 1 of the already asked questions will
contribute to locate x in S′. Including the t − k questions which are still to be asked, all together the Questioner is left
with
(t − k) + (s− 1) = t −
(
(k + 1)−
⌊
k + 1
2
⌋)
= t −
⌈
k + 1
2
⌉
questions to win the (qs − a; k)-game over S′.
Since the strategy is winning, by induction hypothesis, we immediately have
qs − a6N [k]
t−
⌈
k+1
2
⌉: (2)
Suppose now that the answer to the question Qs ≡ “Is x6 qs?” is “no”, i.e. x∈ S′′={qs+1; qs+2; : : : ; a+n}. Because
the strategy is winning the remaining questions/answers are suHcient to win the (a + n − qs; k)-game over the set S′′.
In perfect symmetry with the previous case, the questions “Is x6 q1?”; : : : ; “Is x6 qs−1?”, will not bring any additional
information to the Questioner, since under the standing hypothesis we have x¿qs¿ qs−1¿ · · ·¿ q1. Therefore there are
t− k questions yet to be asked and k − s already asked questions, whose answers are still e4ective to locate x in S′′. All
together there are
(t − k) + (k − s) = t − s = t −
⌊
k + 1
2
⌋
;
questions to win the (a+ n− qs; k)-game over S′′. Because the strategy is winning, by inductive hypothesis, we have
a+ n− qs6N [k]
t−
⌊
k+1
2
⌋: (3)
Summing up (2) and (3), and recalling De;nition 1, we have
n= a+ n− qs + qs − a6N [k]
t−
⌊
k+1
2
⌋ + N [k]
t−
⌈
k+1
2
⌉ = N [k]t ;
which concludes the proof.
2.2. The lower bound: preparatory material
The following lemma proves that for the particular case of t6 k, the upper bound provided by Lemma 3 is tight. In
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we shall take care of the remaining cases.
4 If no such j exists we can safely assume u = n.
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Lemma 4. Fix a∈Z. Then for all integers k¿ 1 and t = 1; 2; : : : ; k, there exists a winning strategy of size t for the
(N [k]t ; k)-game over the search space S = {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [k]t }.
Proof. Recall that for t6 k, we have N [k]t =t+1. Hence the secret number is chosen in the set S={a+1; a+2; : : : ; a+t+1}.
Then it is not hard to see that the t questions Qi ≡ “Is x6 a+i ?” for i=1; 2; : : : ; t, are suHcient to win the (t+1; k)-game
over S. Indeed these questions constitute an exhaustive search on S.
We notice the following useful fact.
Fact 5. Fix integers a; n; k, with n; k¿ 0. Let S be a strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game over the search space
S = {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}.
De3ne the map fS : z ∈ S \ {a+ n} → 2a+ n− z ∈ S and let S′ be the strategy de3ned as follows:
(1) for any question Q ≡ “Is x6 b?” in S, the question Qf ≡ “Is x6f(b)?” is in S′,
(2) if the question Qj in S is asked immediately after the question Qi has been answered “yes” (respectively “no”),
then in S
′
the question Qfj is asked immediately after the question Q
f
i has been answered “no” (resp. “yes”).
We have that if S is a winning strategy of size t then also S
′
is a winning strategy of size t for the (n; k)-game over
the search space S.
Remark 6. Fact 5 simply points out that for any winning strategy S, there exists another equivalent (in terms of number
of questions) winning strategy S
′
, whose questions are symmetrical to those of the original strategy S.
The next lemma is a key tool to obtain most of the bounds in this section. Essentially we will show that in order to
provide an (optimal) winning strategy of size t for an (n; k)-game, it is suHcient to provide a winning strategy of size
t against a much less powerful adversary. More precisely, we shall consider a variant of the (n; k)game in which the
answering strategy of the Responder is limited according to the following rule.
(H) Let {Qi ≡ “Is x6 qi?” | i = 1; : : : ; k} be the set of questions in the bu4er which have been asked and not answered
yet at some time instant. Let qi¿ qi+1, for i=1; 2; : : : ; k−1. Then the Responder either answers “yes” to the question
Q1 or answers “no” to the question Qk .
Hereafter, the variant of the game in which the (H) rule holds will be referred to as the game with limited responder.
Conversely, the original (n; k)-game will be called the unrestricted (n; k)-game.
Lemma 7. Fix integers a∈Z, k¿ 1 and n¿ k. Let t be the size of a winning strategy S(H) for the (n; k)-game with
limited responder over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}. Then from the strategy S(H) it is possible to construct
a winning strategy S of size t′6 t, for the unrestricted (n; k)-game over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}.
Proof. We de;ne a state of the game as the set of numbers in the search space that satisfy all the given answers together
with the set of questions which have been asked and not answered yet.
The strategy S for the unrestricted (n; k)-game is de;ned over the states of the game produced by any possible play
of the limited Responder in the game with limited responder when the questioning strategy is S(H). More precisely,
• The ;rst k questions of S coincide with the ;rst k questions of S(H).
• Let  be a state in the game with limited responder, when the Questioner plays according to the strategy S(H). Let
{Qi ≡ “Is x6 qi?” | i = 1; : : : ; k} be the set of associated standing questions. Assume, without loss of generality that
qi¿ qi+1, for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1.
Suppose that in the unrestricted game the Responder chooses the question Qj and answers “yes” to it.
Let
W = {Wi ≡ “Is x6wi?” | i = 1; : : : ; r}
be the set of questions asked by the Questioner in the game with limited responder from the instant when the state is 
to the instant when the question Qj is answered assuming that the Responder repeatedly answers “yes” to the rightmost
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question. 5 Then in S the next questions to be asked by the Questioner (after the “yes” answer to Qj ,) are given by
the set
W
′
= {W ≡ “Is x6wi?”∈W |wi ¡qj}:
Conversely, suppose that the Responder answers “no” to the question Qj . Let
W = {Wi ≡ “Is x6wi?” | i = 1; : : : ; r}
be the set of questions asked by the Questioner in the game with limited responder from the instant when the state is
, to the time when the Responder answers “no” to Qj , assuming that the Responder repeatedly answers “no” to the
leftmost question. Then in S, the next questions to be asked by the Questioner are given by the set
W
′
= {W ≡ “Is x6wi?”∈W |wi ¿qj}:
It follows that any state which is attainable in the game when the Questioner follows the strategy S is a state which
is also attainable in the game with limited responder when the Questioner uses the strategy S(H).
Let  be a state of the game, attained when the Questioner plays according to S. Let  be the new state after that the
Responder has answered and the Questioner has made r new questions. By de;nition the state  is also attained in the
game with limited responder when the Questioner uses the strategy S(H). Moreover, in the latter case, the number of new
questions made by the Questioner, while moving from  to  is at least r. This is so because the set of questions which
are asked by the strategy S are de;ned to be a subset of the questions asked according to S(H), when translating from 
to .
It turns out that following S the Questioner concludes the search using at most t questions. Indeed, after any new set
of questions the set of numbers satisfying all the given answers strictly decreases. Thus the strategy S eventually leads
to a ;nal state, that is a state such that only one number satis;es all the answers and, trivially, it is the secret number.
Moreover, any state  attained with d questions, following S is also attained in the game with limited responder, following
the strategy S(H), by asking ¿d questions. Since S(H) is a winning strategy of size t, any ;nal state is attained with
at most t questions. Hence, in the game with no restrictions on the Responder’s strategy and played by the Questioner
according to the strategy S any ;nal state is attained with at most t questions.
2.3. The lower bound: two and four: : :
In this section we consider the particular cases k =2 and k =4. Note that by De;nition 1, for the particular case k =2,
the tth critical index of k coincides with the t+1-st Fibonacci number, i.e., N [2]t = t+1 for t=0; 1, and N
[2]
t =N
[2]
t−1 +N
[2]
t−2
for all t¿ 2. The following result proves that an optimal strategy for the (n; 2)-game corresponds to a Fibonacci search.
Theorem 8. Fix two integers a∈Z and t¿ 0. Let n∗ be the largest integer n such that there exists a winning strategy
of size t for the (n; 2)-game played over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n}. Then n∗ = N [2]t .
Proof. By Lemma 3 we have n∗6N [2]t .
In order to prove N [2]t 6 n∗, we shall show that for any t and a there exists a winning strategy of size t for the
(N [2]t ; 2)-game over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [2]t }, which starts with the two questions
Q1 ≡ “Is x6 a+ N [k]t−1?” and Q2 ≡ “Is x6 a+ N [k]t−2?”:
The proof is by induction on t.
Induction basis: t6 2. Straightforwardly by Lemma 4.
Induction hypothesis: For all integers a and for each t = 0; 1; : : : ; u − 1, there exists a winning strategy of size t for
the (N [2]t ; 2)-game over the search space {a+ 1; : : : ; a+N [2]t }, which starts with the questions “Is x6 a+N [2]t−1?” and “Is
x6 a+ N [2]t−2?”.
Induction step: Let t = u. Suppose that the questions Q1 and Q2, above, have been asked.
5 By the rightmost (resp. leftmost) question in a set {Zi ≡ “Is x6 zi?” | i = 1; : : : ; k} we mean the question Zr , such that zr¿ zi ,
(resp. zr6 zi) for all i = r.
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Assume for the moment that Q1 is the ;rst question to be answered. We now argue by cases.
Case 1: Q1 is answered “yes”. Then x∈ S′ = {a + 1; a + 2; : : : ; a + N [2]t−1}. By inductive hypothesis there exists a
winning strategy of size t − 1 to locate a secret number in S′, which starts with the questions “Is x6 a + N [2]t−2?” and
“Is x6 a+ N [2]t−3?”. Note that the former question is exactly the question Q2 which has been already asked. Therefore it
suHces to ask Q3 ≡ “Is x6 a+N [2]t−3?”, to ;nd the secret number with an overall number of t questions (including Q1).
Case 2: Q1 is answered “no”. Then x∈ S′′ = {a+N [2]t−1 + 1; a+N [2]t−1 + 2; : : : ; a+N [2]t }. Recalling De;nition 1 we have
|S′′|=N [2]t −N [2]t−1 =N [2]t−2. By induction hypothesis there exists a winning strategy of size t−2 to locate the secret number
x in S′′. All together, including the two questions Q1 and Q2, we have proved that t questions suHce to ;nd x in S also
in this case.
There are two remaining cases arising when the question Q2 is answered before question Q1. According as the answer is
“yes” or “no”, we have x6N [2]t−2 or x¿N
[2]
t−2 and the proof is perfectly symmetrical to Cases 2 and 1, respectively.
Fibonacci-like search is also optimal for the case k = 4, as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Fix two integers a∈Z and t = 0; 1; 2; : : : . Let n∗ be the largest integer such that there exists a winning
strategy of size t for the (n∗; 4)-game over the search space S = {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ n∗}. Then n∗ = N [4]t .
Proof. By Lemma 3 we have n∗6N [4]t . Moreover by Lemma 4 we have the desired result for any t = 1; 2; 3; 4.
It remains to prove n∗¿N [4]t , also when t¿ 5. We shall prove that, for any choice of integers a∈Z and t¿ 4 there
exists a winning strategy of size t for the (N [4]t ; 4)-game with limited responder over the space S={a+1; a+2; : : : ; a+N [4]t },
which starts with the four questions Qi ≡ “Is x6 a+N [4]t−i?”, for i=1; 2; 3; 4. The desired result then follows by Lemma 7.
The proof is by induction on t. The induction basis (t = 4) is given by Lemma 4.
In order to prove the induction step, let t¿ 5 and suppose that for i = 1; 2; 3; 4, the question Qi ≡ “Is x6 a+ N [4]t−1?”
has been asked. Since we are considering the game with limited responder, we shall assume that the Responder either
answers “yes” to the question Q1 or answers “no” to the question Q4.
Case 1: The ;rst received answer is “yes” to the question Q1. Then x∈ S′ = {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [4]t−1}.
By induction hypothesis there exists a winning strategy of size t − 1 to ;nd a secret number in S′. Such a strategy
starts with the questions “Is x6 a+ N [4]t−2?”; : : : ; “Is x6 a+ N
[4]
t−5?”.
As a matter of fact, for r = 2; 3; 4, the question “Is x6 a+ N [4]t−r?” has been already asked. Therefore it suHces to ask
questions Q5 ≡ “Is x6 a + N [4]t−5?”, in order to match the induction hypothesis and be sure to ;nd x in S′ with t − 1
more questions.
A fortiori, we have a winning strategy with t questions for the (N [4]t ; 4)-game, since one question had already been
asked, namely the question Q1.
Case 2: The ;rst received answer is “no” to the question Q4. Hence x∈ S′′′′ = {a + N [4]t−4 + 1; : : : ; a + N [4]t }. By
De;nition 1 we have
|S′′′′|= N [4]t − N [4]t−4 = N [4]t−2 + N [4]t−3 − N [4]t−4
= N [4]t−3 + N
[4]
t−56N
[4]
t−3 + N
[4]
t−4 = N
[4]
t−1:
Therefore letting a′ = a+ N [4]t − N [4]t−1, we have
S′′′′ ⊆ T = {a′ + 1; a′ + 2; : : : ; a′ + N [4]t−1}:
By induction hypothesis and Fact 5, there exists a winning strategy of size t − 1 to guess the secret number x in the
set T . Such a strategy starts with the questions
• “Is x6 a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−2?”,
• “Is x6 a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−3?”,
• “Is x6 a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−4?”,
• “Is x6 a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−5?”.
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By De;nition 1 we have
• a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−2 = a+ N [4]t − N [4]t−2 = a+ N [4]t−3,
• a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−3 = a+ N [4]t − N [4]t−3 = a+ N [4]t−2,
• a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−4 = a+ N [4]t − N [4]t−4,
• a′ + N [4]t−1 − N [4]t−5 = a+ N [4]t − N [4]t−5 = a+ N [4]t−1.
Thus the ;rst two and the forth one of the above questions exactly coincide with questions Q3, Q2 and Q1, respectively
(which have already been asked).
Therefore, the desired result follows by induction hypothesis upon asking the question “Is x6 a+ N [4]t − N [4]t−4?”.
The proof is complete.
2.4. The lower bound:: : :against all odds
In this section we shall prove a converse of Lemma 3 for the case of k being an arbitrary odd integer. The following
lemma gives an explicit evaluation of the critical index which was introduced in De;nition 1.
Lemma 10. Fix an integer b¿ 1 and let k = 2b− 1. For all integers t¿ b, we have
N [k]t = 2
h(r + b+ 1):
where r = tmod b and h= t−rb − 1.
Proof. By induction on t. Let t = b; b+ 1; : : : ; 2b− 1. Then we have
r = tmod b= t − b and h= t − r
b
− 1 = 0:
Recalling De;nition 1, we immediately have
2h(r + b+ 1) = 20(t − b+ b+ 1) = t + 1 = N [k]t ;
as desired.
Now for some ;xed u¿ 2b− 1, suppose the claim to be true for all t6 u− 1, with the intent of proving it for t = u.
By De;nition 1 we have
N [k]u = 2N
[k]
u−b = 2 · 2h(b+ r + 1); (4)
where r = (u− b)mod b and h= u−b−rb − 1.
Let ru = umod b= (u− b)mod b= r and hu = u−rb − 1 = u−b−rb − 1 + 1 = h+ 1, then by (4) we have
N [k]u = 2
h+1(b+ r + 1) = 2hu(b+ ru + 1);
as desired.
Denition 11. Fix integers n¿ 1 and b¿ 1, and let k = 2b − 1. For all a∈Z and t = min{i |N [k]i ¿ n}, we say that
a strategy for the (n; k)-game over the search space {a + 1; a + 2; : : : ; a + n} is normal if the ;rst k questions, viz
Qi ≡ “Is x6 qi?” for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k, are de;ned by
qi =
{
a+ N [k]t−i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; b;
a+ N [k]t − N [k]t−2b+i for i = b+ 1; b+ 2; : : : ; 2b− 1:
(5)
Fact 12. With reference to the above de3nition, the 3rst k questions of a normal strategy split the space
{a + 1; a + 2; : : : ; a + N [k]t } into the 2b intervals, Ii = {qi + 1; qi + 2; : : : ; qi−1}, (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2b) which are distributed
according to a central symmetry 6 , i.e., letting r = tmod b and h= t−rb − 1, it holds
|Ii|=


2h for i = 1; 2; : : : ; r + 1;
2h−1 for i = r + 2; r + 3; : : : ; 2b− r − 1;
2h for i = 2b− r; 2b− r + 1; : : : ; 2b:
6 For sake of de;niteness, we let q0 = a + N
[k]
t , q2b = a.
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Lemma 13. Fix an integer b¿ 1. Let k=2b−1. For all integers a∈Z and t¿ k, there exists a normal winning strategy
S(H), of size t, for the (N [k]t ; k)-game with limited responder over the set {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [k]t }.
Proof. The proof is by induction on t.
Induction basis: t = k. Straightforwardly by Lemma 4.
Induction hypothesis: For all a∈Z there exists a normal winning strategy of size t − 1 for the (N [k]t−1; k)-game with
limited responder over the search space S′′ = {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [k]t−1}.
Induction step: We shall show a normal winning strategy S(H) for the (N
[k]
t ; k)-game with limited responder over the
search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [k]t }.
Let {Qi ≡ “Is x6 qi?” | i = 1; : : : ; k} be the set of the ;rst k questions in the strategy S(H), where
qi =
{
a+ N [k]t−i i = 1; 2; : : : ; b;
a+ N [k]t − N [k]t−2b+i i = b+ 1; b+ 2; : : : ; 2b− 1:
Hence the strategy is normal.
By Fact 12 we also have that
qi =
{
qi−1 − 2h i = 2; 3; : : : ; r + 1; 2b− r; 2b− r + 1; 2b− 1;
qi−1 − 2h−1 i = r + 2; r + 3; : : : ; 2b− r − 1;
(6)
where
r = tmod b and h=
t − r
b
− 1:
Recall that under the standing hypothesis (H) the only possible answer is either “yes” to the question Q1 or “no” to
the question Qk .
We ;rst consider the case that the Responder answers “yes” to the question Q1 ≡ “Is x6 q1?”.
Thus x∈ S′ = {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [k]t−1}.
Let q∗ = a+ 2h(r + 1)− 2h−1 = q2b−r−1 − 2h−1. S(H)’s next question will be Qyes ≡ “Is x6 q∗?”.
Therefore after the ;rst answer has been given and a new question has been formulated, the set of standing questions
is given by
Q= {Qi ≡ “Is x6 qi?” | i = 2; : : : ; k} ∪ {Qyes}:
By the induction hypothesis there exists a normal winning strategy of size t − 1 for the (N [k]t−1; k)-game with limited
responder over the search space S′. Such a strategy starts with the questions
W = {Wi ≡ “Is x6wi?” | i = 1; 2; : : : ; k}
where
wi =
{
a+ N [k]t−1−i i = 1; 2; : : : ; b;
a+ N [k]t−1 − N [k]t−1−2b+i i = b+ 1; b+ 2; : : : ; 2b− 1:
By Fact 12 we have
wi =
{
wi−1 − 2hw i = 2; 3; : : : ; rw + 1; 2b− rw; 2b− rw + 1; 2b− 1;
wi−1 − 2hw−1 i = rw + 2; rw + 3; : : : ; 2b− rw − 1;
(7)
where
rw = t − 1mod b and hw = t − 1− rwb − 1:
We shall prove that
qi = wi−1 i = 2; 3; : : : ; 2b− r − 1; (8)
qi = wi i = 2b− r; 2b− r + 1; : : : ; 2b− 1; (9)
q∗ = w2b−r−1; (10)
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that is Q=W. Recall that by induction hypothesis t− 1 questions including the ones in Q suHce to complete the search
in the set S′. Thus, by counting also the already answered question Q1, it follows that t questions are suHcient to ;nd
the secret number in the (N [k]t ; k)-game over the set S, as desired.
In order to prove Q=W, we distinguish two cases.
Case 1: r = 0. Then h= t=b− 1 and, by (6), we have qi = qi−1 − 2h−1, for all i = 2; 3; : : : ; 2b− 1. On the other hand
we have
rw = (t − 1)mod b= (tmod b)− 1mod b= (r − 1)mod b= b− 1;
and
hw =
(t − 1)− (b− 1)
b
− 1 = t
b
− 2 = h− 1:
By (7) and rw = b− 1, we have that for all i = 2; 3; : : : ; 2b− 1
wi = wi−1 − 2hw = wi−1 − 2h−1:
Therefore w1 = a+ N
[k]
t−2 = q2, immediately implies the equalities (8) and (9). Moreover equality (10) follows by
q∗ = q2b−r−1 − 2h−1 = w2b−2 − 2h−1 = w2b−1:
Case 2: r = 0. Therefore we get
rw = (tmod b)− 1mod b= r − 1;
hw =
(t − 1)− rw
b
− 1 = (t − 1)− r + 1
b
− 1 = h:
Thus
(i) for i = 2; 3; : : : ; b, we have qi = a+ N
[k]
t−1 = a+ N
[k]
(t−1)−(i−1) = wi−1,
(ii) for i = b+ 1; : : : ; 2b− r − 1, by (6) and (7) we have
qi = qb − 2h−1(i − b) = wb−1 − 2hw−1[(i − 1)− (b− 1)] = wi−1;
(iii) for i = 2b− r; 2b− r + 1; : : : ; 2b− 1, using (6) we have
qi = q2b−r−1 − 2h(i − 2b+ r + 1)
= w2b−r−2 − 2h(i − 2b+ r + 1) (by q2b−r−1 = w2b−r−2)
= w2b−rw−3 − 2hw (i + 1− 2b+ rw + 1) (by r = rw + 1 and h= hw)
= w2b−rw−1 − 2hw − 2hw (i + 1− 2b+ rw + 1) (by w2b−rw−3 = w2b−rw−1 − 2hw )
= w2b−rw−1 − 2hw (i − 2b+ rw + 1)
= wi;
(iv)
q∗ = q2b−r−1 − 2h−1
= w2b−r−2 − 2hw−1
= w2b−rw−3 − 2hw−1
= w2b−rw−2 = w2b−r−1:
(i)–(ii) imply (8), (iii) implies (9) and ;nally (iv) implies (10). Whence Q=W. This complete the proof in the case
that the Responder answers “yes” to question Q1.
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Suppose now that the Responder answers “no” to the question Qk .
Then, upon asking the question Qno ≡ “Is x6 qr+1 + 2h−1?”, it turns out that the new set of questions, namely
{Qi ≡ “Is x6 qi?” | i = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1} ∪ {Qno};
coincides with the set of questions
Z= {Zi ≡ “Is x6 zi?” | i = 1; 2; : : : ; k}
where
zi =
{
(a+ N [k]t − N [k]t−1) + N [k]t−1−i i = 1; 2; : : : ; b
(a+ N [k]t − N [k]t−1) + N [k]t−1 − N [k]t−1−2b+i i = b+ 1; b+ 2; : : : ; 2b− 1:
By inductive hypothesis, these are the starting questions of a winning strategy for the (N [k]t−1; k)-game over the search
space {a′ + 1; : : : ; a′ + N [k]t−1}, where a′ = a+ N [k]t − N [k]t−1. The proof is analogous to the one given in the analysis of the
case when the Responders answers “yes” to the question Q1. Therefore t − 1 questions including the one in Z, suHce
to complete the search. Taking into account the question Qk which has been already answered, again we conclude that t
questions suHce to successfully complete the search in the space {a+ 1; : : : ; a+ N [k]t }, as desired.
Summarizing above discussions, we have
Corollary 14. Fix an integer b¿ 1 and let k = 2b − 1. For all integers a and t¿ 0, there exists a normal winning
strategy S of size t, for the (N [k]t ; k)-game over the search space {a+ 1; a+ 2; : : : ; a+ N [k]t }.
Proof. Straightforwardly by Lemmas 4, 13 and 7.
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 3, Theorems 8, 9 and Corollary 14.
3. Search with variable batches and delays
In this section we consider the (n; k; d)-game described in Section 1.2. Let us brieRy recall the de;nition of the problem.
As usual n is the size of the search space, which is understood to be the set S = {1; 2; : : : ; n} or any translation of it.
The Responder chooses a number x∈ S. The Questioner is given two sequences of integers, namely k = k1 k2 k3 · · · kt
and d=d1 d2 d3 · · · dt . At each time instant i=1; 2; : : : ; the Questioner has to ask exactly ki comparison questions. 7 The
answers to these questions are available only before time i+ 1+ di, but after time i+ di. The Questioner has to identify
the secret number x by asking the least possible number of questions. By a strategy (of the Questioner) we understand
an algorithm producing the ;rst k1 questions to be asked at time 1 and that for any i = 2; 3; : : : ; having in inputs the
answers given by the Responder at time j=1; 2; : : : ; i− 1, outputs the ki questions to be asked at time i. For any strategy
S, the size of S is the maximum number of questions asked by a Questioner using S to ;nd the secret number, where
the maximum is computed over all possible choices of x.
Since for any i=1; 2; : : : ; the number of questions to be asked at time i is ;xed in advance, we shall ;rst consider the
following problem: For any t and sequences of batch sizes k and delays d, evaluate the largest value of n such that there
exists a strategy S of size
∑t
j=1 kj , which allows the Questioner to successfully complete the search in t time units. We
shall also say that S is a strategy of (time) length t for the (n; k; d)-game.
Denition 15. Let s = s1 s2 · · · st , be any sequence of t non-negative integers. Then
• t is the length of s and is denoted by ‘(s),
• for any 16 i6 j6 t, s[i:::j] denotes the subsequence si si+1 · · · sj . For j¡ i, s[i:::j] = ∅.
• for any sequence r = r1 r2 · · · rm, we denote with r ◦ s the sequence obtained by appending the sequence s to the
sequence r, in formulae, r ◦ s = r1 · · · rm s1 · · · st .
7 Only the last batch of questions, say the one asked at time e, can contain less than ke questions.
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Given the sequences k = k1 · · · kt and d = d1 · · · dt , we shall prove that the largest value of n such that there exists a
strategy of length t = ‘(k) = ‘(d) for the (n; k; d)-game is given by the formula
A(k; d) =
{
1 if d = ∅;
A(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]) + k1A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) otherwise:
(11)
Remark 16. Above result includes as a particular case the problem of searching with ;xed delay d considered by Ambainis
et al. in [3]. Indeed, the problem solved in [3] corresponds to the one considered here in the particular case k=1 1 : : : 1,
and d=dd : : : d (that is, when the Questioner asks one question at a time and the corresponding answer is received with
;xed delay d). In such a particular case, the quantity A(k; d) clearly depends only on the parameters t and d. Therefore,
letting Ad(t) be de;ned as Ad(t) = A(k; d), from (11) we get
Ad(t) = Ad(t − 1) + Ad(t − d− 1):
which is exactly the recurrence governing the size of the largest search-able space with t questions obtained in [3].
We also remark that the more general problem of searching with batches of parallel questions of variable size was
stated as an open problem in [3]. Its solution is clearly also obtainable as a particular case of (11).
We shall start by proving the following lower bound on the size of the largest search space where it is possible to
guess an unknown number by using t batches of questions.
Lemma 17. For any integer t¿ 0 and for all sequences of non-negative integers k and d such that ‘(k)=‘(d)= t, there
exists a strategy of length t for the (A(k; d); k; d)-game over the search space S = {1; 2; : : : ; A(k; d)} or any translation
of it.
Proof. By induction on t = ‘(k) = ‘(d). The claim is trivial for t = 0.
Let t ¿ 0 and let the claim be true for all sequences of size u6 t − 1. For any sequences of batch-sizes and delays k′
and d′ such that ‘(k′)=‘(d′)=u¡ t, let us denote with S(k′; d′; S′) a strategy of length u for the (A(k′; d′); k′; d′)-game
over some search space S′, being a translation of the set {1; 2; : : : ; A(k′; d′)}. Let w = A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) and
qi = A(k; d)− iw for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k1:
Recall that k1 questions have to be asked at time 1. Let S be the strategy de;ned as follows:
• at time 1 the strategy S asks questions “Is x6 qi?”, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k1.
• For j = 2; 3; : : : ; d1 + 1, the strategy S keeps on asking questions according to the strategy S(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]; U ), where
U = {1; 2; : : : ; A(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t])}. More precisely the batch of questions asked by S at time j is the one asked by
S(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]; U ) at time j − 1.
• For j = d1 + 2; d1 + 3; : : : ; the behaviour of S depends on the answers given to the ;rst k1 questions which have
become available, namely
· If the answer to the question “Is x6 qk1 ?” is “yes”, then S keeps on asking questions following the strategy
S(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]; U ). At time j (for each j=d1 + 2; d1 + 3; : : :) the batch of questions asked by strategy S, is given
by the batch of questions asked at time j − 1 by the strategy S(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]; U ).
· Conversely, suppose that there exists an index i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k1}, such that the answer to the question “Is x6 qi?”
is “no” and the answer to the question “Is x6 qi−1?” is “yes”. 8 Then S continues by following the strategy
S(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]; V ), where V = {qi + 1; qi + 2; : : : ; qi−1}. More precisely, in this case the batch of questions
asked by S at time j will coincide with the batch of questions asked in S(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]; V ) at time j−d1−1.
We shall now show that the strategy S does successfully complete the search. We shall argue according to the di4erent
possible outcomes of the ;rst k1 questions considered in the de;nition of S.
If the answer to the question “Is x6 qk1 ?” is “yes”, then S keeps on asking questions following the strategy
S(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]; U ). Since
qk1 = A(k; d)− k1 · A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) = A(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]);
8 For sake of de;niteness we can safely assume that q0=A(k; d) and there exists an implicit question “Is x6 q0?” whose corresponding
answer is trivially “yes”.
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we have that x∈{1; 2; : : : ; A(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t])} = U . The desired result now follows by induction hypothesis, since
S(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]; U ) is a strategy of size t − 1 for the (A(k[2:::t]; d[2:::t]); k[2:::t]; d[2:::t])-game over the set U .
Conversely, suppose that there exists an index i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k1}, such that the answer to the question “Is x6 qi?” is
“no” and the answer to the question “Is x6 qi−1?” is “yes”. Therefore x∈{qi +1; qi +2; : : : ; qi−1}=V , and we have that
|V |= qi−1 − qi = A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]):
Recall that (induction hypothesis) S(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]; V ) is a strategy of length t − d1 − 1 for the (A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]);
k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t])-game over the set V . Since in this case the questions asked by S coincide with those asked by
S(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]; V ), we have that S, will successfully identify x within the remaining t − d1 − 1 time units as de-
sired.
We shall now prove an upper bound on the size of the largest search space where it is possible to locate an unknown
number by using t batches of questions. We shall need the following two easy lemmas.
Lemma 18. Fix an integer t¿ 0 and two sequences of integers k = k1 k2 · · · kt and d = d1 d2 · · · dt . Let t˜ = min16i6t
{i+di +1} and j˜=min {i | i+di +1= t˜}. Let the sequences of integers k′= k ′1 k ′2 · · · k ′t and d′=d′1 d′2 · · · d′t be de3ned
by
k ′i =


kj˜ i = 1;
ki−1 i = 2; : : : ; j˜;
ki i ¿ j˜;
d′i =


t˜ − 2 i = 1;
di−1 − 1 i = 2; : : : ; j˜;
di i ¿ j˜:
Then
(i) A(k; d) = A(k′; d′).
(ii) For any integer n¿ 0 and for any strategy S of length t for the (n; k; d)-game there exists a strategy of length t
for the (n; k′; d′)-game.
Proof. In order to prove the statement (i), we have
A(k′; d′) =
j˜∑
i=1
k ′i A(k
′
[i+d′i+1:::t]; d
′
[i+d′i+1:::t]) + A(k
′
[j˜+1:::t]; d
′
[j˜+1:::t])
= k ′1A(k
′
[t˜:::t]; d
′
[t˜:::t]) +
j˜∑
i=2
k ′i A(k
′
[i+d′i+1:::t]; d
′
[i+d′i+1:::t]) + A(k
′
[j˜+1:::t]; d
′
[j˜+1:::t])
= kj˜A(k[j˜+dj˜+1:::t]; d[j˜+dj˜+1:::t]) +
j˜∑
i=2
ki−1A(k[(i−1)+di−1+1:::t]; d[(i−1)+di−1+1:::t]) + A(k[j˜+1:::t]; d[j˜+1:::t])
= A(k; d):
We shall now prove the statement (ii). Let S be the strategy for the (n; k; d)-game. We de;ne a new strategy S
′
as follows. In S
′
the questions asked at time one are exactly those asked at time j˜ in the strategy S. For i = 2; : : : ; j˜,
the questions asked at time i in the strategy S
′
are exactly those asked at time i − 1 in the strategy S. For i ¿ j˜ the
questions asked at time i in S are those asked at time i in S. It is not hard to see that S
′
is a strategy of length t for
the (n; k′; d′)-game. Indeed we have only changed the time of the questions asked in that part of the game where all the
questions are asked non-adaptively. The rest of the strategy with all the causal dependencies among questions and answers
have been kept unaltered.
Lemma 19. Fix an integer t¿ 0 and two sequences of integers k = k1 k2 · · · kt and d = d1 d2 · · · dt , such that
d1 + 26 i + di + 1, for each i = 1; 2 : : : ; t. Let F = {i | 26 i6d1 + 1 and i + di + 1 = d1 + 2}. Let the sequences of
integers k′ = k ′1 k
′
2 · · · k ′t be de3ned by
k ′i =


k1 +
∑
j∈F
kj i = 1;
0 i∈F;
ki otherwise:
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Then
(i) A(k; d) = A(k′; d).
(ii) For any integers n¿ 0 and for any strategy S of length t for the (n; k; d)-game there exists a strategy S
′
of length
t for the (n; k′; d)-game.
Proof. In order to prove the statement (i), we have:
A(k′; d) = A(k′[2:::t]; d[2:::t]) + k
′
1A(k
′
[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t])
=
...
= A(k′[d1+2:::t]; d
′
[d1+2:::t]) +
∑
16i6d1+1; i ∈F
k ′i A(k
′
[i+di+1:::t]; d[i+di+1:::t])
= A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) + k
′
1A(k
′
[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) +
∑
26i6d1+1; i ∈F
kiA(k[i+di+1:::t]; d[i+di+1:::t])
= A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) + k1A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) +
∑
26i6d1+1; i∈F
kiA(k[i+di+1:::t]; d[i+di+1:::t])
+
∑
26i6d1+1; i ∈F
kiA(k[i+di+1:::t]; d[i+di+1:::t])
= A(k; d):
With the aim of proving the statement (ii), let S be a strategy for the (n; k; d)-game. Let Q
(i)
S be the set of questions
asked at time i in the strategy S. The strategy S
′
is de;ned by stipulating that the questions Q
(i)
S′ asked at time i are given
by
Q
(i)
S′ =


Q
(1)
S ∪
⋃
i∈F
Q
(i)
S i = 1;
∅ i∈F;
Q
(i)
S otherwise:
Therefore the strategy S
′
coincides with strategy S but for the fact that the Questioner asks at time 1 all the questions
that in the strategy S were the ;rst to be answered by the Responder (and precisely at time d1 + 2). Since this change
does not modify the dependencies between the questions and the received answers, the new strategy S
′
behaves exactly
as the strategy S.
Lemma 20. Fix an integer t¿ 0 and two sequences of non-negative integers k and d, such that ‘(k) = ‘(d) = t. Let
S(k; d), be a searching strategy of length t for the (n; k; d)-game over the search space S={1; 2; : : : ; n} (or any translation
of it). Then
n6A(k; d):
Proof. By induction on t. The claim is trivially true for t = 0.
Let t ¿ 0 and assume the claim true for all sequences k′ and d′, of length ‘(k′) = ‘(d′)¡t.
Let Tt = min16i6t {i + di + 1} denote the time when the ;rst batch of answers is received. Hence the ;rst ∑ Tt−1j=1 kj
questions are asked from scratch, before that any information is available from the Responder’s answers.
By Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 we may safely assume that the answers received at time Tt are all and only those given
to the k1 questions asked at time 1.
For all i=1; 2; : : : ; t, let “Is x6 q(1)i ?”, : : : ; “Is x6 q
(ki)
i ?”, be the questions asked at time i. We can safely assume that
q( j)i 6 q
( j′)
i , for all 16 j¡ j
′6 ki.
We also tacitly assume that, for all i=1; 2; 3; : : : ; t, there are two additional implicit questions asked at time, i, namely,
“Is x6 q(0)i ?” and “Is x6 q
(ki+1)
i ?”, with q
(0)
i = 0 and q
(ki+1)
i = n, which are respectively answered “no” and “yes”. These
(virtual) side conditions will turn out to be useful to the analysis.
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According to the answers given to the ;rst batch of questions there exists exactly one index j∈{1; 2; : : : ; k1 + 1}, such
that
x∈ Ij = {q( j−1)1 + 1; q( j−1)1 + 2; : : : ; q( j)1 }:
The index j is exactly identi;ed by the fact that the question “Is x6 q( j)1 ?” has been answered “yes” and the question
“Is x6 q( j−1)1 ?” has been answered “no”.
For all i = 2; 3; : : : ; 1 + d1, let r
( j)
i , be the number of questions in the ith batch (at time i) asking “Is x6 a?” with
a∈ Ij \ {q( j)1 }. These are all and the only questions which have been a already asked and are still meaningful to the
overall searching strategy, when the Questioner realizes that x∈ Ij . By de;nition we have
k1+1∑
j=1
r( j)i 6 ki for i = 2; : : : ; d1 + 1:
Let r( j) = 0 r( j)2 r
( j)
3 · · · r( j)d1+1. Since after the ;rst answers have been already given, the rest of the strategy includes only
t − 1 batches, by inductive hypothesis we have that
|Ij|6A(r( j)[2:::d1+1] ◦ k[d1+2:::t]; d[2:::t]); (12)
where the right hand side is an upper bound (by inductive hypothesis) for the size of the largest search space where it
is possible to guess an unknown number with the remaining meaningful questions, including the ones which have been
already asked in the ;rst Tt − 1 = d1 + 1 batches. Repeating for all j = 1; : : : ; k1 + 1, and summing up, we have
n =
k1+1∑
j=1
|Ij|
6
k1+1∑
j=1
A(r( j)[2:::d1+1] ◦ k[d1+2:::t]; d[2:::t])
=
k1+1∑
j=1
(A(r( j)[3:::d1+1] ◦ k[d1+2:::t]; d[3:::t]) + r
( j)
2 A(k[d2+3:::t]; d[d2+3:::t]))
...
...
=
k1+1∑
j=1
(
d1+1∑
i=2
r( j)i A(k[di+i+1:::t]; d[di+i+1:::t]) + A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t])
)
= (k1 + 1)A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) +
d1+1∑
i=2
A(k[di+i+1:::t]; d[di+i+1:::t])
k1+1∑
j=1
r( j)i
6 (k1 + 1)A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) +
d1+1∑
i=2
kiA(k[di+i+1:::t]; d[di+i+1:::t])
= A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) +
d1+1∑
i=1
kiA(k[di+i+1:::t]; d[di+i+1:::t])
= [A(k[d1+2:::t]; d[d1+2:::t]) + kd1+1A(k[dd1+1+d1+2:::t]; d[dd1+1+d1+2:::t])]
+
d1∑
i=1
kiA(k[di+i+1:::t]; d[di+i+1:::t])
= A(k[d1+1:::t]; d[d1+1:::t]) +
d1∑
i=1
kiA(k[di+i+1:::t]; d[di+i+1:::t])
...
...
= A(k; d):
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[K]
Fig. 1. The distribution of the ;rst k questions in a normal strategy (r = 3).
The following theorem rephrases the main results of this section in terms of the size of the optimal strategy for the
(n; k; d)-game.
Theorem 21. Let k = k1 k2 : : : , and d = d1 d2 : : : , be two (possibly in3nite, but then in3nitely often nonzero) sequences
of non-negative integers. For all n¿ 1, let
t =min{i |A(k[1:::i]; d[1:::i])¿ n};
and
' =min{j | 16 j6 kt and A(k[1:::t−1] ◦ j; d[1:::t])¿ n}:
Let q be the size of the shortest strategy to guess a number in the set S = {1; 2; : : : ; n}, when exactly ki questions are
asked at time i and their answers are only available before time i + di + 1. Then
q = ' +
t−1∑
j=1
kj:
Fig. 1
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